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Guided implant surgery involves the virtual placement of implants and the production of drilling guides using CAD/CAM procedures. With virtual implant planning systems, the surgical guide may be virtually designed on the surface model of the teeth and produced in‐house using a 3D printing device (Flugge et al. [2013a](#clr12925-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}).

For the virtual planning of dental implants, anatomical data of the patient are required. Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) or computed tomography (CT) are used to display a three‐dimensional image of the jaw for the identification of anatomical structures such as the inferior alveolar nerve, the maxillary sinus and the roots of neighboring teeth (Birkfellner et al. [2001](#clr12925-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Bornstein et al. [2014](#clr12925-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}).

For further use, DICOM data acquired with CBCT are processed: With segmentation, specific structures (e.g., teeth) are separated from the imaged volume with the help of an automatically or manually defined range of gray values (Dawant & Zijdenbos [2000](#clr12925-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). However, the virtual model reconstructed from CBCT data does not display the teeth accurately enough for the manufacturing of a drilling guide (Swennen et al. [2007a](#clr12925-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Plooij et al. [2011](#clr12925-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, the integration of a virtual model of the teeth derived from an intraoral surface scan or extraoral scan of a stone cast (Flugge et al. [2013a](#clr12925-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) is required. For the alignment of two data sets (virtual model and CBCT model), the process of transformation of the three‐dimensional images, defined as registration, is implemented (Fitzpatrick et al. [2000](#clr12925-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). The necessity for an accurate registration of data becomes evident when considering that implants are virtually placed based on the radiographic data, and the implant drilling guide is produced on the basis of the virtual model of the teeth (Vercruyssen et al. [2014a](#clr12925-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

The accurate transfer of the virtually planned implant position to the surgical site is achieved, when all images and reproductions of one patient are aligned with each other in one virtual coordinate system. These are the three‐dimensional radiographic data and a virtual model of the teeth.

For the purpose of registration, areas on the tooth surface represented in the virtual stone cast and in the model produced from radiographic data are selected (Flugge et al. [2013a](#clr12925-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Widmann & Bale [2006](#clr12925-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). To reliably serve for registration, the areas must lie in clearly discernible features represented in the respective images to be registered (Fitzpatrick et al. [2000](#clr12925-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}).

As an alternative to anatomical structures, markers placed in a radiographic template may serve as fiducial marks for registration. With a double‐scan technique, the actual position of the markers in the patient is fused with the marker position in the radiographic template (Birkfellner et al. [2001](#clr12925-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Fortin et al. [2003](#clr12925-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Gateno et al. [2003](#clr12925-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Swennen et al. [2007a](#clr12925-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Katsoulis et al. [2009](#clr12925-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Behneke et al. [2012](#clr12925-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Vercruyssen et al. [2014a](#clr12925-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). A radiographic template bears the disadvantages of additional time, effort and laboratory costs. Furthermore, an ill‐fitting template may cause inaccuracies during the registration process (van Steenberghe et al. [2002](#clr12925-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Fortin et al. [2003](#clr12925-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Di Giacomo et al. [2005](#clr12925-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}).

The use of anatomical structures for registration is advantageous as the radiographic examination may be performed during the first consultation without the previous production of a radiographic template. If three‐dimensional data of the patient were already acquired in a different context, it may be used for implant planning.

The use of guided implant surgery was proven to be more accurate than freehand implant placement and freehand drilling, respectively, *in vitro* (Park et al. [2009](#clr12925-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) and *in vivo* (Behneke et al. [2012](#clr12925-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Vercruyssen et al. [2014a](#clr12925-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). However, deviations between the planned and the actual implant position account for 1.12 mm on average with maximum deviations of 4.5 mm in the literature (Tahmaseb et al. [2014](#clr12925-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). The influence of data registration on this deviation has not been discussed to date.

The presence of artifacts caused by metallic restorations in radiographic data may mask anatomical structures or reference markers (Swennen et al. [2007a](#clr12925-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) and may therefore hamper an accurate registration of data contributing to these imprecisions (Nkenke et al. [2004](#clr12925-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}).

Hitherto, the influence of imaging artifacts in CBCT data on the registration process has not been studied. This study investigates the hypothesis that the presence of imaging artifacts and their amount influences the registration accuracy, and therefore, the accuracy of image guided implant surgery. Furthermore, the accuracy of registration is compared between four different examiners with different levels of expertise with virtual implant planning and between automatically and manually segmented data.

Material and methods {#clr12925-sec-0006}
====================

Patient selection and group assignment {#clr12925-sec-0007}
--------------------------------------

The database of the Academisch Centrum Tandheelkunde Amsterdam (ACTA) was scanned for patient data eligible to be included in this study. Included patients were partially edentulous with various numbers of dental restorations and teeth and required implant therapy. CBCT scans, acquired with 3D Accuitomo (Morita, Japan) (90 kV, 5 mA, 18 s, 360° rotation, 250 μm isotropic voxel size, interval distance 250 μm, FOV 8 × 8 cm) in non‐occlusion and intraoral scans, acquired by a trained dentist with an intraoral scanner (True Definition, 3M) were available. All patients had at least one tooth in the frontal region (incisors and canines) and the left and right posterior region (premolar and molar regions), respectively.

A total number of 36 patients were selected for evaluation and divided into four groups according to the following criteria. Patients with 0--2 dental restorations were assigned to Group A (seven patients); patients with 3--5 dental restorations were assigned to Group B (17 patients); patients with 6--8 dental restorations were assigned to Group C (seven patients); and patients with nine or more dental restorations were assigned to Group D (five patients).

Import and segmentation of imaging data {#clr12925-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------

Three‐dimensional radiographic data available in a DICOM format and intraoral scans available in a STL format were imported into the software coDiagnostiX (Dentalwings, Montreal, Canada). Neither radiographic data nor intraoral scanning data were processed before import.

Four dentists blinded to the clinical data of the patients were asked to perform segmentation of CBCT data. Two dentists were experienced in the use of the implant planning software, and two dentists had little experience in the use of the implant planning software. An instruction to the software was provided prior to the experimental phase.

Two different segmentations of each CBCT data set were performed by each examiner: the first 3D model was created with the default gray values for bone segmentation provided by the software. This presetting includes gray values between 2250 HU and 350 HU for the imported CBCT data (Fig. [1](#clr12925-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). The second segmentation of a 3D model was created according to parameters determined by each examiner. The examiner selected the range of gray values for segmentation and was allowed to manually adapt the model according to the individually favored representation of anatomical structures (Fig. [1](#clr12925-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b).

![Two three‐dimensional reconstructions of CBCT data of the lower jaw of one patient. In a, the default segmentation provided by the software was used to create the model. In b, a manual segmentation with individualized gray value settings was used.](CLR-28-1113-g001){#clr12925-fig-0001}

Registration of imaging data {#clr12925-sec-0009}
----------------------------

Data registration was performed by each of the four examiners. Firstly, the intraoral scan was registered to the 3D model created with default segmentation values; secondly, the intraoral scan was registered to the 3D model created with manual segmentation.

The following specifications were used for image registration. Each examiner defined three to six corresponding surface areas on 3D models of CBCT and intraoral scan, of which a minimum of one landmark was placed in the anterior region and the left and right molar regions, respectively (Fig. [2](#clr12925-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The surface areas were located on the coronal part of the teeth. In case of a lack of identifiable surface areas, the respective region was omitted and surface areas were only selected in distinct anatomical structures.

![For the registration procedure, the examiner selects corresponding surfaces (blue) on the model reconstructed from CBCT (left) and the surface scan model (right). These areas are located on the tooth surfaces, as this is the only anatomical structure, that is displayed in both models.](CLR-28-1113-g002){#clr12925-fig-0002}

Evaluation of data registration {#clr12925-sec-0010}
-------------------------------

The registration accuracy was evaluated by measuring the distance between intraoral scan and CBCT (Fig. [3](#clr12925-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The distance between the intraoral scan and the 3D model created with default segmentation and the 3D model created with manual segmentation, respectively, was measured at defined landmarks. In the intraoral scan, one examiner selected landmarks on the disto‐buccal cusps of the left and right second molars (M_ri, M_le) and the cusps of the left and right canines (C_le, C_ri) (Fig. [4](#clr12925-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). If the landmark was not visible or not present because of a missing tooth, the most distal molar and the most distal incisal edge were selected. The corresponding marks were plotted to the CBCT model with a perpendicular line to the intraoral scan and the distances between each landmark pair was calculated. Therefore, four distances were recorded for each pair of registered models.

![The registration of surface scan model (yellow outline) and CBCT model segmented with default gray values is displayed in A and in C. The individualized CBCT segmentation and the registered surface scan model (green outline) are displayed in B and in C.](CLR-28-1113-g003){#clr12925-fig-0003}

![After registration of the model reconstructed from CBCT data (gray) and the surface scan model (yellow), the distances between the two models were measured at four points: left and right canine cusp and right and left disto‐buccal cusp of the second molar. The figure displays measured distances at the right canine (C_ri) and molar (M_ri).](CLR-28-1113-g004){#clr12925-fig-0004}

Statistical evaluation {#clr12925-sec-0011}
----------------------

Linear mixed regression models with random intercepts for each patient and examiner were used to evaluate the influence of the segmentation, the examiner and the number of restorations on the accuracy of registration. This was performed separately for each variable of interest (examiner, image segmentation, number of restorations). The method of "Scheffe" was applied to correct for the multiple testing problem (adjustment of *P* ‐values).

To evaluate the segmentation, default segmentation and manual segmentation were considered. All examiners were evaluated separately and according to their experience with the software. Furthermore, the influence of the presence and number of restorations on the accuracy of registration was evaluated. The level of significance was defined as *P* = 0.05.

The calculations were performed with the statistical software STATA 14 (College Station, Texas, USA).

Results {#clr12925-sec-0012}
=======

Overall results show 0.54 mm deviation between models with a minimum deviation of 0 mm and maximum deviation of 24.8 mm. With default segmentation, a mean deviation of 0.69 mm (min 0 mm, max 24.8 mm) between models was recorded. With manual segmentation, a mean deviation of 0.4 mm (min 0 mm, max 9.1 mm) was recorded. The segmentation had a highly significant influence (*P* = 0.00) on the deviation between the models regardless of the examiner and the number of restorations. The distances between the corresponding models in Group A, B, C and D are displayed in Table [1](#clr12925-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

The distances between all corresponding models in Group A (0--2 restorations), B (3--5 restorations), C (6--8 restorations) and D (\>8 restorations) are displayed with mean values, standard deviation (SD); maximum and minimum values in mm, separately displayed for default and manual segmentations

             Group A default / manual   Group B default / manual   Group C default / manual   Group D default / manual
  ---------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
  Mean Dev   0.5 / 0.3                  0.6 / 0.3                  0.7 / 0.7                  1.5 / 0.5
  SD         0.4 / 0.3                  0.5 / 0.3                  0.7 / 1.4                  3.9 / 0.6
  Max Dev    1.8 / 1.3                  4.5 / 4.9                  3.1 / 9.1                  24.8 / 3.5
  Min Dev    0 / 0                      0 / 0                      0 / 0                      0 / 0

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Linear mixed regression analysis showed a significant influence of the total number of restorations and the segmentation mode as well as the number of metallic restorations on the deviation between the models (*P* \< 0.001). The higher the number of restorations, the higher the deviations between the models. However, with pairwise comparison, registration accuracy was only significantly different between Group A and Group D (*P* = 0.03).

The distances between the corresponding models for each examiner are displayed in Table [2](#clr12925-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

The distances between all corresponding models registered by examiner 1‐4 are displayed with mean values, standard deviation (SD); maximum and minimum values in mm, separately displayed for default and manual segmentations

             Examiner 1 default / manual   Examiner 2 default / manual   Examiner 3 default / manual   Examiner 4 default / manual
  ---------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
  Mean Dev   0.7 / 0.3                     0.5 / 0.2                     0.5 / 0.3                     1.1 / 6.9
  SD         0.6 / 0.3                     0.5 / 0.3                     0.4 / 0.4                     3 / 1.3
  Max Dev    4.4 / 2.6                     4.3 / 2.2                     2.8 / 2.4                     24.8 / 9.1
  Min Dev    0 / 0                         0 / 0                         0 / 0                         0 / 0

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The registration accuracy among each of the four examiners was significantly different (*P* = 0.005). However, the expertise (unexperienced vs. experienced) did not have a significant influence (*P* = 0.07).

Discussion {#clr12925-sec-0013}
==========

This study showed a highly significant influence of the mode of segmentation on the accuracy of registration of surface imaging data with CBCT data. Inaccuracies of the registration occurred for all examiners and were significantly different among each other. The higher the number of dental restorations in each patient, the lower the registration accuracy.

The use of anatomical surfaces for the registration of data within the workflow of virtual implant planning is advantageous as it saves time, reduces patient appointments and prevents the preparation of stone casts, a prosthetic setup and a radiographic template in the dental laboratory. Nevertheless, the workflow of semiautomatic registration commonly implemented in virtual implant planning software requires the user to take a number of steps before the actual planning of the implant is performed. These steps include the segmentation of data and the selection of common areas for the registration of surface scans with CBCT data.

The user displays a three‐dimensional reconstruction of CBCT data with either default or manual gray value settings. The acceptance of default gray values saves time and does not require an individual procedure; however, imaging artifacts might mask anatomical features needed for registration in the subsequent step. Individual (manual) segmentation might improve the recognition of anatomical features; however, it takes time and either expertise with the software or a good visual awareness of the three‐dimensional model to be processed and displayed. The default gray value range provided by the software proved inaccurate for tooth segmentation from CBCT data, as the registration accuracy was significantly lower compared to individual segmentation. This is in accordance with Swennen et al. who stated that the use of default gray value thresholds defined for by Hounsfield units (HU) in CT may result in a compromised display of anatomical structures in CBCT due to the inherent inhomogeneity of gray values (Swennen et al. [2009](#clr12925-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Image segmentation algorithms in implant planning software should be compatible with CBCT data presenting with variable gray value information, metal artifacts and further image artifacts, such as noise, to provide the user with accurate anatomical three‐dimensional models.

Following segmentation, image registration might be conducted along two pathways with different advantages and limitations either with the use of additional reference objects or using anatomical surface characteristics as shown in this study.

The presented results show an overall deviation of 0.54 mm between the virtual teeth model and the CBCT model and are comparable with a case report that used the tooth surfaces for registration of CT data with surface models (0.56 mm maxilla / 0.66 mm mandible) (Nkenke et al. [2004](#clr12925-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). The authors are not aware of further studies investigating registration accuracy using the tooth surface in clinical patient data, while investigating the segmentation, the number of restoration or the experience of the examiner, respectively, as an influencing factor. An *in vitro* study regarding the registration of surface scans and CT data derived from regular stone casts and stone casts with metal restorations (0.27 mm) suggested higher deviations between surface scans and CT data of the stone casts with restorations (Nkenke et al. [2004](#clr12925-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). This study confirmed the significant influence of artifacts caused by dental restorations in CT data of real patients. The accuracy of *in vivo* CBCT is not only limited by metallic artifacts, but by voxel size, contrast resolution, patient motion and further image artifacts (Al‐Rawi et al. [2010](#clr12925-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Spin‐Neto et al. [2013](#clr12925-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). With a voxel size/nominal resolution of 0.25 mm as applied in this study, a base error of 0.25 mm might be assumed.

The use of a radiographic splint with reference objects for registration is common; however, the *in vivo* registration accuracy of that method was never evaluated. Reported overall deviations between the planned and the actual implant position included not only the possible registration error during implant planning, but also the surgical procedure and the second registration of pre‐ and postoperative data for evaluation (Birkfellner et al. [2001](#clr12925-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Fortin et al. [2003](#clr12925-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Gateno et al. [2003](#clr12925-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Di Giacomo et al. [2005](#clr12925-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Swennen et al. [2007a](#clr12925-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Katsoulis et al. [2009](#clr12925-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Behneke et al. [2012](#clr12925-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Vercruyssen et al. [2014a](#clr12925-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Using the double‐scan method under ideal conditions (no restorations, no missing teeth) using ten cadaver skulls yielded mean deviations of 0.14 mm (Swennen et al. [2007a](#clr12925-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"},[b](#clr12925-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Among the significant influence of dental restorations, an imprecise positioning of the splint during try‐in or radiographic examination is more likely to occur in actual patients and may also account for a higher error in clinical situations.

As an alternative to a radiographic template, reference objects for registration might be glued to the patients\' gingival surface during impression taking and radiographic examination. This procedure was evaluated in a case study for orthognathic planning in one patient (Rangel et al. [2012](#clr12925-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#clr12925-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). The presented patient was fully dentate and did not have any restorations. The registration error of 0.1 mm has to be confirmed with multiple patients with various numbers of restorations to prove its practicability in clinical routine. The proximity of the markers to the teeth is prone to an inaccurate display or fading in the presence of restorations and artifacts, respectively.

Image registration with the help of anatomical landmarks does not depend on reference objects and is therefore most advantageous with regard to efficiency. This study showed that the registration accuracy is dependent on a number of other factors including the number of restorations and the experience of the examiner. According to the clinical procedure, the examiners performed segmentation and registration only once. This explains the maximum deviation of 24.8 mm in one patient. Repeated segmentation and registration might improve the registration accuracy, but does not represent the normal clinical routine and time factor relevant in clinical practice. One of the examiners (examiner 4) reached significantly higher deviations compared to all other three examiners. This fact might be attributed to the factor that excluding examiner 4, all other examiners were digital natives. The interindividual differences between the examiners might be furthermore attributed to the time and effort each examiner invested in the segmentation and registration process. In this context, the examiners represent the users confronted with the software in clinical practice.

To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first study to examine and confirm the significant influence of clinical parameters on the registration accuracy of three‐dimensional models derived from CBCT and surface scanning. The reported deviations of the models are directly transferred to the surgical site and might result in clinically relevant deviations between the planned and actual implant position.

The current data suggest that registration with the help of tooth surfaces should be limited to patients with a limited number of restorations and a manual correction of the three‐dimensional models. The preprocessing of CBCT data and segmentation options in software for virtual implant planning should be regarded in more detail, as they are a key factor for accuracy of the workflow of image guided implant surgery.

Conclusion {#clr12925-sec-0014}
==========

The manual segmentation of three‐dimensional models by the user proved significantly better than the automatic segmentation especially in patients with multiple restorations. The accuracy of guided implant surgery using commercial virtual implant planning software is therefore significantly influenced by the segmentation of the imported data and by the number of restorations resulting in clinically relevant deviations encoded in drilling guides. Specialized import algorithms for CBCT data and automated presettings might help to minimize the influence of the identified factors and improve reliability of the workflow of virtual implant planning.
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